Researchers using scales based on MRG/CMP/MARPOR's manifesto dataset face a bewildering array of different scales. The validation of these scales has tended to focus on external, convergent validity. The actual content of these scales has received less attention and the choice of the manifesto components which make up these scales has often been conducted by either opaque or questionable methods. This article develops a critique of existing methods of component selection and proposes a new method of component selection based on the covariance of components with 'naïve' provisional scales, which are refined in an iterative process. It uses this method to construct a set of comparable one (general left-right) and two (economic and social) dimensional scales -filling a gap in the existing body of scales that will allow researchers to compare dimensionality across models without inadvertently comparing different assumptions that underlie the construction of the scales.
Determining where a party sits on a policy issue or an ideological dimension is one of the most fundamental questions of measurement in political science. Whether the end research goal is one of how parties' positions influence electoral choices, intergovernmental negotiations, or budget overruns (to name but a tiny fraction of the ways party positions have been used in the literature), scholars must first determine what the relevant policy dimensions are, and then, where parties sit on them. There have been myriad answers to these basic questions which broadly draw on four methodological approaches -expert surveys, mass surveys, roll call votes, and electoral manifesto data. All of these approaches have their benefits and costs, and in an ideal world, many approaches would be used to ensure cross-validation of empirical findings. Unfortunately however, the world is far from ideal, particularly if we wish to analyse politics across a wide time span: we cannot travel back in time and conduct expert and mass surveys, and the existing surveys do not cover a long enough periods nor are they conducted at regular enough intervals to track fine grained developments in multiple countries. Scholars who wish to tackle these questions currently only have one option, to use manifesto data, specifically that collected by the group currently known as the Manifesto Project on Political Representation (MARPOR) Klingemann et al., 2006; Volkens et al., 2009 ).
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Although a certain amount of methodological handwringing seems to be de rigueur amongst scholars who use them, the general validity of scales derived from MARPOR data has now been well established. MARPOR have endeavoured to show the validity of manifesto scales -particularly their 'Rile' scale -across many different validity criteria Klingemann et al., 2006) . Many authors however, particularly critics of MARPOR's scaling methods, have tended to focus only on convergent validity, tested by cross validation with scales derived from other techniques (Bakker and Hobolt, 2013; Budge, 2001; Budge et al., 2001; Klingemann et al., 2006; Lowe et al., 2011; Ray, 2007) .
Although a bewildering number of scales have been constructed from MARPOR data, their convergent validity is often tested against the same expert survey data -most commonly the Laver and Hunt/Benoit and Laver and Chapel Hill group expert surveys Hooghe et al., 2010; Laver and Hunt, 1992; Steenbergen and Marks, 2007) . Although some authors seem to treat them as such in their validation approaches, expert surveys do not represent 'true' party positions, but rather estimates of these positions with their own strengths and weaknesses (Budge, 2000; Steenbergen and Marks, 2007; Volkens, 2007) , and so their use in discriminating against competing manifesto scales is problematic. Even leaving these debates to one side, the fact that many different scales, composed of different manifesto components and combined by different methods, all apparently perform equally well in terms of convergent validity suggests that although cross-validation is an essential method of establishing the general validity of different scales, it is perhaps less useful as a technique for choosing between them.
That different scales have been found to have essentially equal convergent validity is not completely surprising given the large overlap in the components used to construct them, as demonstrated by the three examples of 'left-right' scales shown in table 1, and the two 'social' scales shown in table 2.
That each of these scales has been cross-validated suggests that scholars must turn to other measures of validity in order to choose between them.
[ Researchers interested in questions relating to the dimensionality of politics also face another concern -the various sets of scales on offer tend to treat the underlying dimensionality of politics as either unidimensional or multidimensional. MARPOR's Rile scale implies a single 'super dimension' ranging from liberal/state control of the economy/left to conservative/free market/right. Many other manifesto scales approaches have also adopted a one-dimensional approach (Franzmann and Kaiser, 2006; Gabel and Huber, 2000) . One dimensional scales are prevalent in many streams of the political science literature, and not only when using scales from manifesto data. However, whenever scholars set out to look for multiple ideological dimensions, they tend to find them (Bakker et al., 2012; Henjak, 2010; Schofield, 1993; Stoll, 2010a; Warwick, 2002) .
Although the descriptions given to these dimensions varies from scholar to scholar a consistent finding has been the existence of an economic dimension, consisting of issues surrounding markets, labour, economic planning and regulation, and a social dimension, consisting of issues surrounding personal freedoms, human rights, morality, and traditions. 3 Although the existing evidence supports a multidimensional interpretation of political space, the approach here remains agnostic to this question and recognises that the use of one or two dimensions in research may be driven by many reasons -from the appropriateness of multiple dimensions in different contexts to simple matters of pragmatisms surrounding the availability of other data with which researchers wish to compare their data (left-right placements in survey research tend to be unidimensional for example).
On some questions, rather than taking an a priori stance on the question of dimensionality, scholars may wish to compare the results of alternately specifying uni-or multidimensional models investigating party competition -for example whether party positions on a particular policy are best explained by a one or two dimensional conception of political space. A problem facing such research questions is that scales using the MARPOR data have tended to be developed using either a uni-or multidimensional framework and there is no one set of scales that contains both uni-and multidimensional scales that shares an underlying method of component choice. MARPOR's venerable 'Rile' scale may well be appropriate for a unidimensional approach, or the Benoit and 3 Common names for the economic dimension include 'left-right', and 'materialist'. Common names for the social dimension are 'liberal-conservative', 'libertarian-authoritarian, 'post-materialist', 'Green/Alternative/Libertarian-Traditional/Authoritarian/Nationalist'. Here they will be called the 'Economic Left-Right', and 'Social Liberal-Conservative' dimensions. Laver (2007) state intervention in the economy and social liberal-conservative scales for a multidimensional approach, but comparing the Rile scale to the Benoit and laver scales engenders not just a comparison of dimensionality, but also of different underlying assumptions about which component should be included and excluded in a scale. The results of any analysis based on such a comparison may occur not as a result of any true underlying relationship but because of different decisions about which components should be included or excluded from a scale. The aim of the present article is to produce a set of one and two dimensional scales that are uniquely comparable across conceptions of dimensionality because they are based on the same assumptions and selection method, though each scale is of course suitable for standalone use as well.
Any scholar wishing to develop MARPOR scales faces three questions: What components should be used to construct the scale? How should they be combined? Are the scales valid measures of what they are supposed to measure? Although these questions suggest a natural order of enquiry, the existing literature has most satisfactorily answered them in reverse. As has already been discussed the general validity of MARPOR scales is now well established. Similarly, several different methods of combining components have been developed and assessed (Kim and Fording, 1998; Lowe et al., 2011; Ray, 2007) . However existing approaches to component selection -or in other words, the content validity of scales -are less well developed and are often conducted on an ad hoc basis. This article argues that scholars should think carefully about the ways in which different methods of counting manifesto components affect the end result of the scale, and how individual components should relate to the overall scale. It then develops a novel method for selecting components based on their exogenous correlation with provisional overall scales and uses it to construct a set of new scales.
Building Blocks
The MARPOR dataset consists of observations of political parties at particular elections. 4 The percentage measure is the most commonly used starting point for scale building, including the MARPOR's own 'Rile' scale. As the building block of positional scales however, it has one main problem in that it is not independent of irrelevant alternatives (IIA): the value assigned to a specific number of quasi-sentences changes with the inclusion of other additional, irrelevant, quasisentences. To demonstrate how this problem might adversely affect the outcome of positional scales take the case of an imaginary political party at two elections. The political party (being lazy) copies its entire manifesto from the first election and uses it again -word for word -at the second, with the addition of one superficial and (from a policy perspective) irrelevant sentence congratulating a national sporting team on their success at the recent Olympics. 6 Despite having identical policies in both manifestos the total number of quasi-sentences in the two manifestos will 4 The analysis here is conducted on the full 2012b version of the MARPOR dataset (the latest at time of analysis), which contains 3,611 country-election-party observations from 614 elections in 55 countries. 5 The analysis here does not include the additional subcategories that were later added to the original coding scheme for manifestos from former Soviet countries (per1011 -per7062) as they are not used in all countries. 6 It could perhaps be argued that even this is not actually an 'irrelevant' issue for some reason, but this case is simply meant to illustrate the IIA argument with a trivial example rather than the irrelevancy of this particular case. The MARPOR position on this issue is that manifestos are created by political parties in a meticulously thought through, carefully negotiated, and thoroughly deliberate process and so we should take all policy statements as 'intended'. How this affects the IIA argument depends in part on the purpose of a scale. If the scale is intended as a summary measure of an entire manifesto as a whole (which is one role of the RILE scale) then the IIA problem may not be an issue. If a scale is intended only as a measure of a specific policy dimension then not all statements will actually be relevant and so the IIA problem holds.
be different and so each category will receive different percentage scores in each of the quasisentence categories and consequently, regardless of the method used to combine the information, will receive slightly different positions on a policy scale.
The IIA issue is potentially particularly problematic when building scales in a multidimensional setting. The percentage salience of components used in one scale will be affected not just by irrelevant information but by information that is relevant to other scales, leading to potential endogeneity problems. As parties emphasise issues on a particular dimension then the relative salience of others will decrease, leading to positions that are closer to the centre of the scale than would otherwise be the case.
One obvious alternative is simply to substitute the total number of quasi-sentences in each category for the percentage measure. However depending on the combination method used, this is also potentially problematic because the overall length of manifesto varies considerably between different parties. The data suggests that the different lengths are not randomly dispersed between countries and parties either: the mean number of total quasi-sentences varies considerably by country -for example Spain (mean length =1493.64, standard deviation = 1230.82) has manifestos that are on average 10 times the size of those found in Denmark (mean length = 126.14, standard deviation = 124.31). Manifestos also vary considerably depending on the type of party writing them -on average Green parties (mean length = 732.17, standard deviation = 959.15) write manifestos that are about 200 quasi sentences longer than any other party family. Whether this is a problem depends on the method used to combine the components to form a scale. Specific methods will be discussed in more detail below but in general components are combined by one of two methodsadditive scales, and ratio scales. Both methods assign different components to a 'side' of a policy spectrum, additive scales subtract the total number of components on one side from the total components on the other, whilst ratio scales use a ratio of the additive scale to the total number of components used to construct it. Unless a party's manifesto is particularly balanced between issues on either side of a policy scale, using the raw number of quasi-sentences to create additive scales will lead to more extreme positions on a scale (and a much bigger scale) and uncertain comparability of scores between parties. Again the significance of this is perhaps most easily shown with a hypothetical example.
Imagine two parties that are generally left-wing on economic issues. Both have similar positions and spend 80% of their manifesto discussing the merits of government intervention in the economy and 20% discussing the positive aspects of free markets. Using the percentage quasi-sentence measure in a simple additive fashion gives them both the same score of -60 (on a -100 to 100 scale). Now imagine that the parties have manifestos of very different lengths, the first is a Danish party and conforms to the Danish average and has a manifesto of 126 quasi-sentences (with some rounding 101 quasi-sentences on the left of the scale and 25 on the right), whilst the other party is Spanish, with a manifesto 1494 quasi-sentences long (1195 left quasi-sentences and 299 right). Using additive scales the Danish party has a score of -76 and the Spanish party has a score of -896 (on a scale that stretches to infinity in either direction). Are these scores in any way meaningful? Is the Spanish party really more than 11 times more left wing than the Danish party simply because they are more verbose? The obvious answer to both questions is no. This example, although deliberately concocted to give an absurd result, clearly illustrates the problem of using additive scales with the raw number of sentences.
The same problem does not exist for ratio scales. The simplest and most commonly used version of the ratio scale was developed by Kim and Fording (1998) . To show how ratio scales cope with different sized manifestos a slightly modified (to keep 'left' values as negative numbers) version of the Kim-Fording formula is used to calculate scores for the two example parties:
Using the percentage values the score for both parties is -0.6 (on a -1 to 1 scale), whilst using the raw quasi-sentences yields -0.603 and -0.599 for the Danish and Spanish example parties respectively (the small differences due to earlier rounding).
The above discussion gives an early indication of how a desirable scale that takes into account the IIA problem might be constructed -using some sort of ratio measure with the raw quasi-sentence data.
However using the ratio method in the way established by Kim and Fording has some serious drawbacks. When a manifesto only has quasi-sentences on one side of the policy scale, regardless of the number of quasi-sentences used to describe a policy it will equal 1 or -1. If this is the case a ratio scale cannot distinguish between a single sentence placatory statement and a 100 sentence ode of praise -a key feature in the logic of building positional scales from salience data. This is not just a theoretical problem, in practice, when the number of components included in a scale is small it leads to overly polarised scales, as demonstrated in figure 1 , which shows the distribution of a Kim-Fording ratio scale using the components of the Benoit and Laver (2007) 'social liberal-conservative' scale (as shown in table 1).
[ figure 1 about here]
More recently Lowe et al. (2011) developed what they call a 'logit' scale for MARPOR data using the raw number of quasi-sentences in manifesto components. The logit scale is calculated using the formula:
Where R is the total number of quasi-sentences in the manifesto components on the 'right' of the scale and L is the total number of quasi-sentences in the manifesto components on the 'left'.
The Lowe et al. logit scale has several desirable features: The nature of logarithms means that to some extent the logit scale can be considered to be both an additive scale and a ratio scale (log = log − log ). By using the raw number of quasi-sentences rather than the percentage measure to construct the scale it avoids the IIA problem and by using a ratio approach it avoids the problem of different manifesto sizes. Additionally Lowe et al. modify the general logic of the salience approach to positional scaling -although they still agree that additional mentions of 'right' or 'left' components shift a party's position on a positional scale, drawing on well established findings from psychophysics they argue that each additional mention of an issue is of diminishing importance compared to previous mentions (an argument which suggests the use of a logarithm): a shift from zero to one quasi-sentence mentions of support for the welfare state should make more of a difference to the policy position than a shift from 99 to 100. As well as a better fit with natural usage of emphasis and scales, the logit scale has the additional advantage in that it solves the problem of polarised scales found in the Kim-Fording ratio scale, as the distribution of the Benoit and Laver (2007) 'social liberal-conservative' scale calculated using the logit scale method shows in figure 1.
A third general approach to manifesto scale building are a variety of methods which 'derive' their scales from the data, for example by using factor analysis, multidimensional scaling, or maximum likelihood estimation (Elff, 2013; Gabel and Huber, 2000; König et al., 2013) . Putting aside problems of variable selection that these methods face (which will be discussed in detail below), any derivative scaling method necessarily breaks a second type of IIA because it is dependent on the sample used by the researcher to calculate it -whether by conscious decision or the availability of data at the time: the estimated position of a party at time one will depend on whether or not the party is also measured at time two. Whether this is a problem is a decision for individual researchers -for isolated projects this IIA problem may not be an issue. However if the goal is to generate a scale that can be used for future research without having to recalculate a scale each time it is needed, with uncertain comparability to previous research (as it is here) then derivative scales are of no use.
Additionally, unless the scale is derived from the entire manifesto dataset -as is the case in the Gabel and Huber (2000) approach -then some prior selection of components is still necessary, and so many of the potential pitfalls of component selection which affect non-derived scales still apply.
Component selection: existing approaches
Due to its robustness to IIA problems whilst still retaining the central feature of salience effects on party positioning the logit scaling method proposed by Lowe et al. (2011) provides the most appropriate method of scale calculation for the purposes of the present analysis. 7 It is yet to be established however which components should actually be used to calculate the scales. Component selection methods can be broadly divided into two categories: deductive and inductive methods.
The deductive method of component selection describes a process in which a researcher selects, a priori, the components which they think belong in scale. The assumptions a researcher makes are simply presented as a fait accompli without further justification (König and Luig, 2012; Stoll, 2010b) .
For some purposes deductive scales may be perfectly suitable -there are valid questions which require measuring how well parties fit to predefined criteria. If however the purpose of the scale is to try and measure the underlying dimensionality of politics, the obvious potential problem with deductive methods is that the assumptions they make about how components relate to each other might be wrong.
In a discussion of the issues facing researchers interested in dimensionality, Benoit and Laver (2012, p. 216) argue that 7 Although I stand by the arguments given here, those who are not convinced by the logit scales (as the core MARPOR team remain to be) or using the raw number of quasi-sentences instead of the percentage salience measure should take note that the method of component selection developed here could equally be carried out using any other type of salience measure or combination method. 8 Commonly used interpretations of Cronbach's alpha are scores over 0.7 are considered 'acceptable', those over 0.8 are 'good', and those over 0.9 are 'excellent'. 9 The general robustness of manifesto scales to miscoding should also reassure the reader about the general validity of previous research based on manifesto scales. The point of the discussion here is not to 'invalidate'
Rather than face the obvious problems of choosing scale components by a deductive process, some scholars have used inductive statistical tools, primarily principal component analysis and factor analysis, to select scale components (Bakker and Hobolt, 2013; Budge, 1987; Klingemann, 1995; Laver and Budge, 1992) . Such techniques are also prone to the IIA problem discussed in relation to inductively derived scales -they are reliant on (at most) the current MARPOR dataset, which is ever expanding as more elections are held and manifestos coded. Inductively selecting components rather than deriving party positions means that party positions on the scale are themselves robust to the inclusion of future parties (unlike derived scales). However, the components selected to form the scale are not -a future dataset may yield different result for whichever inductive technique is chosen. A similar problem is of course true for deductively selected scales as well -although assumptions about how different issues related to underlying dimensions at any given time may be correct, politics changes and issues may lose or gain relevance over time. Ultimately there will never be any 'true' scale that will accurately map party positions across all times and places. The choice facing researches is how to best construct 'temporary' scales that will hopefully last for a reasonable length of time. Given the concerns about the fallibility of human reason and 'common sense' in choosing scale components, an inductive approach is chosen here.
A re-examination of previous devised scales with factor analysis is a very revealing exercise and suggests that it is not an appropriate method for choosing scale components. An exploratory factor analysis of the components used to make MARPOR's Rile scale reveals no fewer than 20 factors with Eigenvalues above the conventional cut-off point of 1, with the best factor only explaining 5.013% of the variance. Similar results are found for the Bakker and Hobolt (2013) scales. Their left right scale reveals 9 factors with eigenvalues above 1 and the best factor explaining 8.663% of the variance, and their libertarian-authoritarian scale reveals 6 factors, with the best explaining 11.059% of the variance.
previous scales, indeed the general validity of manifesto scales -despite any of problems discussed here -is the key starting point for the new scales developed here.
The only way for factor analysis to reveal the number of dimensions commonly found in research (1 or 2) is if the dimensions are limited a priori. As Benoit and Laver (2012) discuss, there might be good reasons for doing so. The results of the exploratory factor analyses presented here however suggest that the resulting dimensions are not very coherent by the ordinary standards of factor analysis.
Why is this the case? The first problem with using factor analysis approaches is that they have tended to use conventional techniques, which were designed for use on interval data, rather than tools more appropriate to count data with many zero values (components with no quasi-sentence mentions), leading to serious calculation problems (Ridout et al., 1998; van der Broug, 2001; Wedel et al., 2003) . Even if more appropriate tools were used however, the nature of the manifesto dataset presents a serious obstacle for any analysis by factor analysis.
A Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy of the MARPOR dataset gives a value of 0.499, just below 0.5, the minimum standard indicating a matrix is suitable for factor analysis. The low KMO score is indicative of the fact that manifesto components are very poorly correlated with each other. Taking the components used in the Rile scale as an example -the overall mean correlation between components on the 'right' is 0.12, whilst those on the 'left' is 0.11. Even the 'best' correlation, between 105 -military: negative, and 406 -protectionism: positive, is only 0.437.
In short, unlike other common scales which use different measures of similar underlying factors (and when factor analysis is a more appropriate tool) the components used in manifesto scales simply do not co-vary in the same way and the logic behind combining them into a scale is different to that over ordinary scales that rely on multiple measurements of the same latent variable.
Similar manifesto components are, to a certain degree, substitutable, a logic which works at both the manifesto writing stage and the coding stage. Given a finite amount of space in a manifesto, parties will express their positions concisely -for example rather than two statements expressing support for orthodox economic practices and support for free enterprise they might combine their position into one statement. This is then compounded at the coding stage where statements are coded exclusively into one category. is a good illustration of the complex relationship between scale components, and precisely why manifesto data does not lend itself to factor analysis.
Component selection: a new approach
Given the problems with existing methods of component selection in manifesto scales, it is clear that a new method is needed. In order to develop this method we must first ask a simple question: what is a policy scale supposed to do? To borrow Benoit and Laver's (2012) mapping metaphor, a policy scale gives people the ability to navigate the complex combination of myriad policy issues in a comprehensible fashion. When we say x party is on the 'right' or 'left' we are asserting that it has particular positions on a broad range of issues, or in other words that certain issues tend to co-vary:
parties on the economic 'right' tend to be in favour of both market deregulation and restrictions on trade unions; parties that are 'conservative' on the social dimension tend to be against gay marriage and limiting access to abortions.
That policy scales are heuristic devices that condense multiple issues into parsimonious measures is well established. Whether the issues included in existing scales are actually condensable is not. To use the more formal language of psychometrics: their content validity remains untested. In psychometrics the standard method of testing content validity is to ask a panel of experts and calculate a 'content validity ratio' (Lawshe, 1975) . The method here, though testing the same criteria, takes a different approach. In basic terms, it measures the extent that individual components actually co-vary with the policy scale. That we can perform such tests -which necessarily initially rely on using at least partially 'invalid' scales based -is based on two already established properties:
The general validity of manifesto scales has been well established by tests of convergent validity.
Manifesto scales are fairly robust to missing and miscoded components.
That existing scales can be considered broadly 'correct', even if there are some components which should be included or excluded but are not, allows them to be used as initial scales against which we can measure the covariance of individual components. That scales are robust to the exclusion of components which should be included also allows us to overcome an endogeneity problem: given the method by which scales are calculated we should expect a certain degree of correlation between a scale and any component that is included in it. That scales are robust to missing components allows us to test each component against a scale that does not include it in calculation. This then is the criteria by which components will be selected for inclusion or exclusion in a policy scale: the exogenous correlation between a component and the relevant policy scale.
Measuring components
In order to measure the exogenous correlation it is first necessary to decide how to measure the individual components. Unlike its use as the building block for the overall scale, the raw number of quasi-sentences in a component is not a good measure of the emphasis placed a component in a manifesto because, as has already been discussed, it varies considerably with the size of a manifesto.
A measure of salience must take into account both the number of quasi-sentences in a particular component and the total number of sentences in a manifesto.
Rather than use the original percentage salience measure, Lowe et al. (2011) argue that much like their logit scale measure, a logarithmic structure should be given to the salience measure because of the diminishing importance of subsequent mentions of a policy. Lowe et al. propose a measure calculated by the formula:
Where S is the number of sentences for each relevant variable in a manifesto and N is the total number of sentences in a manifesto.
Although the implementation of a logarithmic approach is an innovative contribution to the question of how to measure salience in a manifesto, Lowe et al.'s specific measure has a serious flaw because it does not have a stable value for components that are not mentioned in a manifesto. As the total number of sentences in a manifesto increases the value assigned to components that are not mentioned (i.e. that have 0 quasi-sentences) decreases. How problematic this is depends on the task the researcher wishes to use the measure for: for comparing the importance of particular components within a single manifesto the measure is acceptable, but for comparing the importance of components across manifestos the flaw may introduce serious bias according to the lengths of the manifestos examined. The changing value for components not mentioned is particularly problematic when comparing small and large manifestos: not mentioning an issue at all in a small manifesto may score higher than mentioning an issue in several sentences in a large manifesto. For example: the zero score for a manifesto with 150 sentences is -5.01064, whilst the score for an issue that is mentioned in five quasi sentences in a 1000 sentence manifesto is -5.116.
However this problem is easily overcome by using a different formula that retains the logarithmic elements of Lowe et al.'s scale but has a stable value for no mentions: 2 = log ( + 1) log( + 1)
As in the earlier scale an additional value is added to the number of quasi-sentences in a component in order to prevent calculation problems when the number of quasi-sentences in zero. The value 1 is chosen because log(1) = 0, which makes the value of no quasi-sentences in a component consistently 0. It is added to the total number of quasi-sentences in a manifesto for consistency.
Although In any manifesto at least some components in the manifesto coding scheme will not be mentioned at all. For all 55 components the range of manifestos mentioning a component ranges from 6.05% to 89.07%, with a mean of 48.47% of manifestos mentioning a component. The large number of manifestos not mentioning a component creates potential problems for measuring the relationship between components, a problem known in the literature as the 'structural zero problem'. The easiest solution to this problem is simply to exclude the empty cases from analysis. For methods that rely on analysing multiple components simultaneously, such as factor analysis or multi-dimensional scaling, this is obviously a serious problem. Not even a single manifesto mentions all of the components and so a listwise deletion strategy is obviously impossible, and a pairwise deletion strategy runs the risk of introducing biased estimates into the analysis (Brown, 1983) . The method [table 3 about here]
Scale building
The scale building process begins with the construction of a single dimensional 'general left-right' scale, and starts by setting the threshold of exogenous correlation a component must have for it to be included in a scale. This is done by examining the exogenous correlations of all non-zero cases of manifesto components with a scale constructed using the components included in MARPOR's Rile scale (shown in table 1 and table 2 ). The distribution of the exogenous correlations, shown in figure   2 , displays a clear trend, with two peaks of uncorrelated and correlated components. The junction between the two suggests itself as an obviously breakpoint in the data and so the initial threshold for inclusion is set at its value: 0.15. Thus any component with an exogenous correlation with an absolute value of less than 0.15 will be excluded from a scale.
[ figure 2 about here]
The scale constructed from the Rile components then provides the 'naïve' starting scale for an iterative stepwise process of component selection:
The exogenous correlations between the scale and all non-zero cases of all components are measured.
Any component not already included in the scale with an exogenous correlation greater than 0.15 is added to the scale. Any component currently included in a scale with an exogenous correlation less than 0.15 is removed from the scale.
Steps 1 and 2 are repeated until the scale reaches a stable equilibrium point where all components with an exogenous correlation above the threshold are included in the scale and all components with an exogenous correlation below the threshold are excluded.
Next the distribution of the exogenous correlations with the stable scale are measured to see if the breakpoint between correlated and uncorrelated components has shifted, which it has, to 0.1. This process is then repeated for the two dimensional scales. First, the 53 manifesto components are divided into 'economic' and 'social' categories, shown in table A2 of the appendix. Where the category of a component is ambiguous it is tested against both economic and social scales, as is the case for seven components.
The Benoit and Laver (2007) , and Bakker and Hobolt (2013) [table 6 about here]
As well as improving the content validity of the components used to generate scales, the exogenous correlation approach may also improve the general reliability of the scales when compared to the reference scales. Although the validity and reliability of scales are two distinct concepts, improving the validity of the components used to generate a scale may also result in a reduction of nonsystematic error. An 'invalid' scale component is here defined as a scale component that does not relate systematically to the overall scale. If such components are included in a scale they will introduce non-systematic variation in the scale position -that is, error. The overall reliability of the scale is measured using the method developed by McDonald and Budge (forthcoming). The results, also shown in table 6 demonstrate that the new scales are more reliable than all but one of the reference scales. Interestingly the one reference scale that scores a higher reliability coefficient -the Benoit and Laver Social Liberal-Conservative scale -is also the scale that scores lowest on the overall content validity measure (indeed the average exogenous correlation of the scale components is below the threshold values used to construct the new scales). If anything, this combination of results simply illustrates the difference between validity and reliability -a scale can be valid and unreliable, or invalid and reliable, both, or neither -in this case it appears the Benoit and Laver social scale is an invalid and reliable scale, and so not too much weight should be given to the fact that it has a slightly higher reliability coefficient than the new social scale.
Also notable is that in all cases the social scales are have both a lower overall content validity and reliability than their economic scale counterparts. The average content validity of the new scale are still well above the threshold value and the reliability coefficient are above conventional standards of acceptability, and so we should by no means dismiss the social scales. It may suggest however that scales based on manifestos are better at measuring economic issues than they are at measuring social issues, which may been an issue for future research to explore.
Dimensionality
Now that the new scales have been developed it is possible to briefly address the question of whether political space is best represented by one or two dimensions. The correlation between the two dimensional scales is 0.2209, indicating a small trend from the left/liberal quadrant to the right/conservative quadrant. This trend is ambiguous evidence for answering the question on the number of dimensions: although it does offer some support to a single dimension interpretation of political space, the trend is weak, and an examination of the relationship between the two dimensions in figure 3 shows the relationship is far from linear, and there are many parties in the left/conservative and right/liberal quadrants as well.
[ figure 3 about here]
More interesting evidence to answer this question is found by examining the relationship between the two dimensions on a country by country basis, as shown in table A6 in the appendix. Three distinct relationships between the two dimensions emerge: a positive correlation, indicating a trend for left/liberal parties and right/conservative, as found in most Western countries; no significant correlation between the two dimensions, indicating an orthogonal relationship; and a negative correlation, indicating a trend for left/conservative parties and right/liberal parties found in several Eastern European countries. These findings fit well with the existing literature: Kitschelt's (1988) left/libertarian thesis was primarily based on an examination of Western European countries, whilst Marks et al. (2006) have shown that partisan alignment in many Eastern European countries has taken on a left/conservative-right/liberal shape.
The answer to the question of how many dimensions to include in analysis ultimately depends on the context of the research question. For case studies of some (but certainly not all) individual countries a single dimension may be sufficient to capture the ideological differences between parties. In many cases however it is clear that a two dimensional interpretation of political space is necessary, and no single dimension can capture the different alignment of the economic and social dimensions between countries and so they must be treated separately. 
Conclusion
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